Introduction
For decades, academic collection management librarians considered themselves the keepers of the cultural record. With the great Library of Alexandria as an aspirational model, collection builders worked to amass and preserve the worlds' knowledge in one physical space, making it available for its community of learners. Primarily, these library holdings consisted of print resources, and it mattered little that another similar institution, whether it was 50 or 500 miles away, held many of the same materials. In fact, that hundreds of academic libraries possessed identical physical print copies of, say, the Journal of Pragmatics was viewed as the norm. After more than decade of utilizing the internet to access digital versions of these same resources, and because of increasing and competing demands on funding, 21st century academic librarians find themselves rethinking their philosophy on print holdings, particularly on print journal holdings duplicated in digital archives. Increasingly, academic libraries are participating in the creation of regional, distributed print archives, both for preservation purposes and to increase valuable space for new initiatives. Beginning in 2010, Virginia Tech began to take part in the Association of Southeast Research Libraries' cooperative print journal retention pilot program.
Virginia Tech's University Libraries
Virginia Tech, more formally known as Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, was established in 1872 with funds resulting from the federal Morrill Land Grant Act. Currently, the total student population stands at 31,006 (VPI & SU 5). Like many land-grant institutions, its academic strengths have historically centered on agriculture and engineering, but in making a commitment to educating the whole student, Virginia Tech has been cultivating strong humanities and social science programs as well. While disciplines in the sciences and technology still provide much of its strength and reputation, Virginia Tech now offers a comprehensive curriculum through eight colleges and offers more than sixty-five bachelor degree programs in total. One of six Ph.D. level institutions in the state, the university provides masters' and doctoral programs in many areas, with some 17.7% of the on-campus student population of more than enrolled in graduate programs (VPI & SU 5).
The University Libraries support teaching and research at Virginia Tech through their collections and services. The main facility, Newman Library, houses materials covering most disciplines. Specialized oncampus branches exist for both veterinary medicine and art and architecture, along with a small library resource center that serves a satellite campus in Falls Church, Virginia. In total, the University Libraries' collections contain approximately 2.64 million volumes. The library maintains nearly 42,000 current journal subscriptions, over 75% of which are in electronic format.
Like many of our peers, Virginia Tech currently faces a space crisis in its main library. With shelf loads at an average of 80% (some call number areas are over 90% full) and with demands for more public services and student spaces, solutions for managing physical collections have become imperative, especially considering the need of vastly expanding the learning commons area. The opportunity to participate in the ASERL cooperative print archive initiative came along perhaps at the perfect time for University Libraries, given these space issues. To initiate and participate in the pilot program, participating libraries were asked to bring forward a short list of journal titles they would be willing to store for ASERL initiative. To nominate a title for retention, ASERL's agreement stated that titles should be those that are infrequently used in print form; further, selection of nominated titles should also be based on completeness and quality of physical condition. Beyond these stipulations, the committee devised a 9-point agreement that provided more specificity about governance, the duration of the agreement, retention facilities, ownership of materials, operations costs, lost items, and circulation designation of materials. During the pilot phase twentythree member institutions nominated well over a thousand titles, with some institutions volunteering hundreds of titles while others nominated just a few. By September 2011, five members had already signed memoranda of understanding, making official their participation in the distributed archive; over twenty-five members had already made verbal commitments. With these commitments and the success of the pilot program, members began to make larger contributions to the archive. As the process moved along, the members continued to meet monthly via conference calls to discuss problems encountered, the approaches taken for title selection, and the solutions devised to combat difficulties. Some are looking to JSTOR titles, a few institutions took a disciplinary approach, another institution looked strictly at a group of WileyBlackwell titles, and one, with the help of a computer scientist, developed an algorithm to assign a numerical value to a pool of titles populated from several corresponding electronic archives. The latter approach involved less decision making time on the part of the subject specialists, but all institutions appeared to involve subject specialists in the title selection process, to varying degrees.
Summary of Conditions

Various Approaches to Participation and Selection
VT's Approach
Virginia Tech used the subject selector's expertise in the title selection process. But before that began, collection managers made the decision to take a mixed approach in creating a title list for the subject selectors to consider. In other words, Virginia Tech did not look to just one online archive, like JSTOR, or to one specific subject, like engineering, to create a title pool. First, collection management began an investigation of serials duplication with a Serials Solutions overlap report, which included print, microform, and online journal back file holdings for JSTOR, Wiley-Blackwell, Elsevier's Science Direct, and Springer. Months later, titles from the standard Project Muse collection were added to the evergrowing list, a list now standing at about twentynine hundred titles long. (It should be mentioned here that alongside making contributions to ASERL's distributed print archive, University Libraries began planning to clear space within the main library to accommodate a much larger Learning Commons area, thus making the choice of discards from the very same list particularly important.) Additionally, one spreadsheet including several years' usage data for those same titles was created to aid in the decision making process. Collection management pro-vided yet another spreadsheet listing titles already nominated to the archive by other schools.
To aid all subject specialists as they considered titles for nomination, the following handout was created and distributed to all participating in the project. Beyond providing a background about distributed print archives for the subject specialists, six criteria were deemed important in the selection process. (See below in Figure 4 for the Title Selection illustration). To select a title, collection managers emphasized that the following should be considered: 1) low usage statistics for print title; 2) completeness of title run; 3) physical condition of title run; 4) local importance of the title to the university itself; 5) holdings in the state; and 6) title duplicate exists in online archive. While a selected title certainly did not need to meet all six criteria, it was imperative that a near-complete title run be found and in good physical condition, and, finally, it must be duplicated in a digital archive. Interns and staff determined the physical condition of the volumes, thus reducing the workload assigned to subject selectors. Lastly, collection managers and subject specialists met to address numerous questions, most of which centered around anxiety about the size of the storage facility, (which is nearing its capacity), the viability of the print archive, the legitimacy and legal rights of online archives, and discarding large runs of print journals. 
Low use print Completeness Physical condition Local importance
Area holdings Online Archive
Low use print Nominate items that we believe we can keep in good condition throughout the years. See agreement for high to low risk use matrix.
Local importance
Nominate items that are important to our research and/or teaching agenda, or are of cultural significance. 
Area holdings
Challenges and the Importance of Leadership
The handling of discards and nominations to the ASERL Cooperative Print Journal archive presented a set of challenges for University Libraries. After subject selectors made recommendations, collection management had to work closely with serials staff members, who were responsible for pulling the materials off the shelves and for inspecting for physical condition of journals. If a title was chosen for the archive, serials staff made a note in the 583 field to indicate that the title constitutes part of the archive. The same staff also changed circulation rules, and then routed the volumes to the person in charge of storage facilities. On the other hand, if a title was chosen as a discard, the same serials staff members pulled the volumes off the shelves, updated the catalog records, boxed up the materials, and then had to wait for university surplus to pick up the items. Often, we found ourselves with no room to temporarily house the volumes-if boxes could be scrounged up to contain the materials. University Surplus guidelines require that all state property (including discarded journals) be collected at Surplus facilities and offered for sale through routine auctions. This meant that University Libraries had to depend on University Surplus' timeframe for pickups, which were too infrequent to meet our goals. Given that many other libraries at state supported academic institutions have already gone through this process, we investigated having recycling pick up in the journal discards instead. This proposal is still in the works, but looks entirely feasible by Spring 2012.
The scale and scope of the project under consideration made it clear that the University Libraries needed to allocate sufficient personnel resources to ensure success. In order to facilitate communication across multiple areas it was important to designate someone in a leadership role who could commit significant time to the project. In July 2011, Assistant Director for Collection Management Connie Stovall assumed responsibility for overseeing Virginia Tech's participation in the ASERL cooperative journal retention program. Establishing criteria for retention became an important consideration early on. Once such criteria were in place, coordinating and communicating with different units and with subject specialists to facilitate workflow and determine appropriate timelines has been an ongoing need.
